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Cover Story

HOLIDAY MESSAGE
FROM THE CHAIRMAN
As we all look forward to a brief time off to enjoy
the festivities with our loved ones, let us also be
thankful for the year about to pass and reflect on
what we have achieved this 2019 and what they
mean for us moving forward.
As dynamic as our industry is, our collective
effort and commitment have been key to ICTSI’s
resilience and ability to overcome the perennial
challenges that we face. Our ability to adapt to
the industry demands allows us to remain in a
steadfast position to provide the highest standard
of service and added value for our stakeholders. I
am confident that we, as a Company united by the
common vision to facilitate economic growth by
introducing efficiencies to the supply chains where
we operate, are on the right track to continue being
one of the best in the world at what we do.

We may be in for what may arguably be a tough
2020 as the shipping industry continues its slow
recovery amidst ongoing geopolitical tensions and
new trends. As difficult as the worst could be, I
have little doubt that we will be able to overcome
these challenges. After all, thriving in difficulty
has been ICTSI’s bread and butter for its three
decades of existence. We are known for our guts
and perseverance, characterized by our consistency
in delivering world-class service in the face of
adversity. We now reap the reward for persevering
in the past 30 years, and that reward is success.
To the men and women of ICTSI, thank you for
your hard work and dedication–the progressive
pillars that helped established our world-class
Organization. The Company owes you its gratitude
for your loyalty and sacrifices made to help achieve
our common goals. It is your very own aspirations–
the very reasons you wake up early in the morning
to report for work and stay behind after office
hours–that continue to fuel ICTSI’s success.
Congratulations for another job well-done this
2019! May the Holidays bring you and your loved
ones warmth and joy. I wish you and your family a
blessed Season and a prosperous New Year.

Enrique K. Razon Jr.
Chairman and President

MGT STARTS
SECOND PHASE
EXPANSION

International Container
Terminal Services, Inc. (ICTSI),
together with its local partners
in the Democratic Republic of
the Congo (DRC), has initiated
the second phase expansion of
Matadi Gateway Terminal (MGT).
MGT’s expansion “is aligned with
actual and projected container
growth rates for the DRC and
corresponds with cargo owner
and shipping line requirements
for the medium term,” explained
Hans-Ole Madsen, ICTSI Senior
Vice President and Europe,
Middle East, and Africa Regional
Head.
He adds: “The market is seeing
positive growth, albeit off a
relatively low base in terms of
total demand. Studies suggest
that the DRC will achieve
emerging market country status
within the next 10 years, and
as such, we are very confident
that our nearly USD100 million
expansion plan will cater to
DRC’s requirements over this

period and deliver unrivaled
efficiencies.”
The expansion will double the
terminal’s yard area to 10.5
hectares and increase annual
capacity to 400,000 TEUs. From
375 meters, the quay will also be
extended to 500 meters to allow
the simultaneous berthing of two
WAFMAX vessels.
Aside from infrastructure
upgrades, a pair of quay cranes
have also been earmarked in
addition to the three existing
heavy-duty mobile cranes to
further optimize vessel turnaround times. MGT will also
commission new yard equipment
and extend I.T. systems coverage
to optimize terminal operations.
Phase two expansion represents
an important component
of comprehensive plans to
consolidate and expand MGT’s
position as the most costcompetitive and -efficient port
gateway. The terminal is located

92 miles upstream on the left
bank of the Congo River, serving
the fast-growing capital city of
Kinshasa and the surrounding
hinterland.
As the closest port to Kinshasa,
MGT offers cargo owners the
lowest inland transport cost.
The introduction of new mobile
equipment onto the rail system
between Matadi and Kinshasa
by Société Congolaise des
Transports et des Ports (SCTP)–
one of MGT’s shareholders and
operator of the public port
and rail system–will further
strengthen the terminal’s
strategically competitive position.
Plans are also underway for
a Public-Private Partnership
undertaking to dredge the
Congo River to an initial depth
of 10 meters and subsequently
to 12.5 meters. The project, set
to commence in 2020, aims to
reduce marine freight rates and
further enhance MGT’s natural
competitiveness.
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Ship Ahoy

CMSA, SPIA HANDLE THEIR LARGEST SHIP TO DATE

The MSC Faith during its maiden calls to Contecon Manzanillo (left) and Puerto Aguadulce.

WITH REPORTS FROM
SILVANA GOMEZ
Contecon Manzanillo S.A. de
C.V. (CMSA) and Sociedad
Puerto Industrial de Aguadulce
(SPIA)– International Container
Terminal Services, Inc.’s (ICTSI)
subsidiaries in Latin America–
recorded new operational
milestones with the servicing of
the 14,436-TEU vessel MSC Faith.
The 366-meter long neo-Panamax
container vessel recently made its
maiden call on CMSA and SPIA,
setting the record as the largest
boxship to dock in the Ports of
Manzanillo in Mexico and Port

Newsbreak

BICT HANDLES
100,000 TEUS

of Buenaventura in Colombia,
respectively. MSC Faith is part
of Mediterranean Shipping
Company’s (MSC) weekly
service connecting Asia and the
Americas.
Equipped with the largest
container handling equipment,
ICTSI’s two deep water terminals
are more than capable of
handling the largest vessels plying
the intra-Pacific routes.
“ICTSI continues to invest in
port infrastructure, advanced
port equipment, and capable
manpower to provide our clients
with the highest standards of

service. CMSA and SPIA both did
a very good job in handling the
MSC vessel, a statement to our
ability to remain a step ahead of
demand,” said Anders Kjeldsen,
ICTSI Senior Vice President and
Americas Regional Head.
Built in Korea, MSC Faith is one
of the most modern, energyefficient additions to MSC’s
green vessel fleet. Designed with
environmental compliance and
efficiency in mind, MSC’s new
generation of ships run on Tier III
diesel engines and are 75 percent
cleaner compared to the Tier II
standard set by the International
Maritime Organization (IMO).

The Iloilo Port Complex (photo by Bernardo Arellano III)

Newsbreak

ICTSI’S PROPOSAL TO DEVELOP
ILOILO PORTS COMPLETE – PPA
The Philippine Ports Authority
(PPA) has deemed complete
International Container
Terminal Services, Inc.’s (ICTSI)
proposal to develop Iloilo ports.
ICTSI received the PPA’s letter
of acceptance for completeness
in accordance with the Revised
Guidelines and Procedures
for Entering into Joint
Venture Agreements between
Government and Private Entities
(2013 NEDA JV Guidelines).

BY KETEVAN ORAGVELIDZE

The PPA will now evaluate the
legal, financial, and technical
merits of ICTSI’s proposal to
modernize the Iloilo Commercial
Port Complex and the Port of
Dumangas within a maximum
period of 60 days.

Batumi International Container
Terminal (BICT) in Georgia
celebrated handling its
100,000th TEU move last 24
November as it serviced the
MSC vessel Gozde Bayraktar.

Christian R. Gonzalez, ICTSI Global
Corporate Head, said: “We are
excited about this development
as we know we submitted a fully
compliant proposal that will be
the most beneficial for Iloilo. We

are fully committed to working
with the PPA on this project, and
are hopeful to be granted original
proponent status (OPS).”
He adds: “With the
Transportation Department’s
recent directive to fast-track
unsolicited bids for port projects,
we are confident that we will
be able to assist the Philippine
government more in its goals
to upgrade the country’s port
network, help Iloilo attain its
full potential for greater trade
facilitation, and improve the
overall connectivity for cargo
movement within the country.”
Once granted with OPS status,
ICTSI’s proposal will be turned
over to the National Economic
and Development Authority
(NEDA) for evaluation. If NEDA
approves, the proposal will go
through a Swiss challenge.
Over the life of the concession
that will be agreed on with the

PPA, ICTSI will have an estimated
investment of over PhP8.7 billion
to fully develop the Iloilo Port
Complex, which includes the
dredging and deepening of the
drafts and channel to allow the
direct entry of new-generation
international vessels, as well as
the purchase of modern quayside
handling equipment worth an
estimated PhP1.35 billion.
ICTSI also offers to substantially
invest in the development of the
Port of Dumangas to facilitate
the seamless handling of the
volume spill from the city port.
The Iloilo-Dumangas bid is the
Company’s first foray in the
Visayas region, with the ultimate
goal of establishing a national
network of ports with ICTSI’s
brand of operational synergy to
further improve the country’s
supply chain and global trade
competitiveness.
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Tech Talk

Green Port

BICT JOINS
COASTAL CLEANUP

PICT ROLLS
OUT NAVIS
N4 3.6

BY KETEVAN ORAGVELIDZE

BY ARIF RAZA

Batumi International
Container Terminal (BICT),
together with several local
organizations and institutions,
joined the first ever coastal
cleanup along Batumi
Boulevard last 14 November
as part of the Maritime Waste
Management in Georgia
project of the Women’s
International Shipping and

Pakistan International
Container Terminal (PICT)
recently updated its terminal
operating system to N4 3.6, the
latest version of Navis’ flagship
terminal operating software.
As part of the transition to the
latest version of Navis N4, PICT
also upgraded its I.T. infrastructure
with the latest security patches to
further strengthen data security
and integrity. N4’s latest version–
rolled out in November–offers
better system performance,
a quicker and more reliable
process for future updates, and
ensures PICT’s compliance to
the latest EDI standards. All in

On Board

ICTSI
ANNOUNCES
NEW KEY
APPOINTMENTS

9

PICT’s Navis team

all, N4 3.6 eases the operational
work for the end user and
improves productivity for internal
customers.
In line with the business
strategy to provide customer-

Victoria International Container
Terminal (VICT) in Melbourne,
Australia.
Two new names are also joining
ICTSI as general managers:
Philippe Baudry for MGT, and
Roberto Lopes for Rio Brasil 1, the
Group’s new operation in Rio de
Janeiro, Brazil.

International Container
Terminal Services, Inc.
(ICTSI) has announced key
appointments as part of its
Group-wide structural changes
effective January 2020.

Prior to his new role, Mr. Baudry
was the general manager of
Pacific International Lines in
Cameroon and held senior
positions in the Africa operations
of the Grimaldi Group.

Tim Vancampen, former
general manager of Matadi
Gateway Terminal (MGT) in the
Democratic Republic of the
Congo, has been named as the
new Chief Executive Officer of

Mr. Lopes, on the other hand,
was the president of Libra
Terminais Rio S.A.
Earlier this year, former VICT
Chief Commercial Officer

Trading Association – Georgia
(WISTA Georgia). Participants
collected waste debris on
the beach and recorded data
using the Marine Litter Watch
mobile application, which was
developed by the European
Environment Agency (EEA) to
track marine litter and help
understand how they wind up
in the sea.

centric solutions and become
the terminal of choice in the
region, PICT continually seeks to
refine its existing processes and
leverage the latest technologies
to enhance efficiency, security,
and convenience.

Spotlight

ICTSI JOINS
POLISH
NATIONAL DAY
CELEBRATION
IN MANILA
International Container
Terminal Services, Inc. (ICTSI)
joined the Embassy of the
Republic of Poland in the
Philippines to celebrate Polish
National Day at the Makati
Shangri-La last 14 November.
His Excellency, Jarosław
Szczepankiewicz, Polish Chargé
d’Affaires in Manila, thanked
ICTSI for supporting the event
and expressed optimism
towards building a long-term
relationship with the Company,
which operates the Baltic
Container Terminal at the Port
of Gdynia in Poland.

Emmanuel Papagiannakis was
appointed general manager of
Adriatic Gate Container Terminal
in Croatia. He replaced Wojciech
Szymulewicz, who now leads
Baltic Container Terminal in
Poland.
Former ICTSI Technical
Coordination and Planning
Director Nathan Clarke has been
promoted to Vice President
and will assume the role of
Head of Global Engineering
– Infrastructure and Project
Delivery.
Guillaume Lucci, ICTSI Vice
President and Head of Global
Engineering since 2015, will
be moving full-time to ICTSI’s
sister company Prime Infra as
President.

Data collected during the activity will be used to develop measures to
prevent waste materials from reaching bodies of water.

Mike Santos (right), MICT Sales &
Marketing Manager – Commercial
and Risk Management, with H.E.
Jarosław Szczepankiewicz, Polish
Chargé d’Affaires in Manila.
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Port Safety

MICT
ENHANCES
EMERGENCY
PLANNING
AND
RESPONSE

BY LIEZZEL AQUINO

The Manila International
Container Terminal (MICT),
as part of its constant effort
to improve its emergency
planning and response,
conducted simultaneous
fire and evacuation drills last
September.
Spearheaded by the HSSE
Department, emergency
response and medical teams,
the exercise involved setting
up a controlled explosion that
sounded the alarm and triggered
the evacuation of all personnel
from the Administration building.
The Company ambulance and
fire truck were quickly deployed
along with another fire truck
from the local fire bureau, which
arrived at the scene within
minutes.

their observations and
recommendations with the ERT
and HSSE Department during
the debriefing session.

TRAINING ON WEATHER
FUNDAMENTALS
Earlier in July, employees from
the MICT, Cavite Gateway
Terminal, Bauan International
Port, Inc., Subic Bay International
Terminal Corp., and ICTSI
Foundation, attended the
Weather and Tropical Cyclone
101 training conducted by
Weather Solutions Philippines
in partnership with Weather
Philippines Foundation.
Facilitated by Kenny Vienne
Manding, Weather Solutions
Philippines Junior Meteorologist,
the half-day seminar educated
participants on basic weather
terminologies, cloud formations,
and how tropical cyclones
develop and become typhoons.
Seeing how ports, especially
marine terminals, are vulnerable
to weather disturbances,
understanding weather
fundamentals like typhoon
tracking is a critical aspect
of preparations to safeguard
operations, assets, and
manpower in the event of a
typhoon.

High-angle rescue of an “injured” personnel

Aside from the firefighting
aspect of the exercise, a highangle rescue was performed
where an “injured” person was
transported to the ground from
the top floor of the building for
medical assistance.

Medical responders attend to an “injured” employee as part of the drill.

Representatives from the Office
of Civil Defense, Philippine
Ports Authority, and Bureau
of Fire Protection witnessed
the exercise and later shared

Participants of the weather fundamentals training
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Port tour for National Autonomous University of Mexico civil engineering students

ICTSI Cares

CMSA WELCOMES STUDENTS,
FAMILIES TO A DAY AT THE PORT

BY MARTA MAGAÑA
OPC believes it is important for children to develop a sense of responsibility for the environment

Green Port

OPC RAISES ENVIRONMENTAL
AWARENESS AMONG CHILDREN
BY EVELYN LEIVA
Operadora Portuaria
Centroamericana (OPC)
celebrated Green Day
last October 29 with an
environmental awareness
talk for 150 children from the
H. Hammer Regional Basic
Center in the Campo Rojo
neighborhood in Puerto Cortés.
The talk, part of OPC’s
environmental conservation

campaign, aims to educate the
youth on the importance of the
environment and how simple
initiatives like tree planting can
contribute to its conservation.
The Company avidly celebrates
Earth Day and National Tree Day
every year by reforesting areas
around the port and promoting
recycling. For this year alone,
OPC has planted around 20,000
trees with the help of the Franklin
Delano Roosevelt Institute,

collaborators, navy personnel,
municipal environment
department personnel, and
employee volunteers.
Reiterating OPC’s commitment
to its stakeholders and the
community, Meyvi Castañeda,
OPC Corporate Social
Responsibility Manager,
explained that “We must work
to generate opportunities for
people, but we must also give our
planet a chance.”

Last November, Contecon
Manzanillo (CMSA) opened
its doors to students and
the families of its employees
as part of the Company’s
continuous program to develop
positive engagement with the
community.
CMSA organized an educational
tour of the terminal’s facilities
for 40 students of the National
Autonomous University of Mexico.
The tour was spearheaded by
several of the Company’s key
personnel, who explained the

CMSA employees with their families

different aspects of CMSA’s dayto-day operations.
With education among its top
priorities in supporting the
Manzanillo youth, the Company
is committed to train future
professionals by giving students
from universities in the country
a first-hand experience in the
terminal’s daily operations.
November also marked CMSA’s
last family day for the year. A
total of 40 families of CMSA
employees were invited to spend

the day at the terminal and
experience the daily activities
involved in the operation of
the terminal. They were also
given a terminal tour, which
highlighted workplace safety
and the processes involved from
the arrival of the ships to the
loading and unloading of the
containers. The regular activity is
part of the three-year-old Secure
Contecon Program, which gives
the Company the opportunity
to reach out to the families of its
employees.
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The girls welcome visitors of the Voice of the Free with a song and dance presentation

Time well-spent with the girls under the care of the Voice of the Free

Feature Story

A DAY OF HOPE AND LIGHT WITH
THE GIRLS OF THE VOICE OF THE FREE

BY ATTY. CARMELINE Q. VINIEGRA
On a regular day, guests
visiting the Voice of the
Free (VOF), a shelter in the
province of Rizal, Philippines
for girls rescued from human
trafficking, are welcomed
by heart-melting songs and
performances by the brave
warriors under the care of the
facility. For these girls, every
day is a day of hope.
The VOF has been serving as
light and protection to the
young souls who were usually,
for the saddest part, trafficked
by their very own families and

relatives. Established in 1991, the
shelter has rescued more than
20,000 girls, providing them
with a haven where they receive
psychological and educational
support. Rescued girls undergo
counseling and therapy sessions,
and are encouraged to take part
in learning activities to aid their
healing and recovery.
With the assistance of
benefactors, the VOF is able
to extend formal educational
programs and send some of the
girls to schools and colleges.
Since 2018, the ICTSI Foundation

has been supporting the VOF by
offering education grants that
have so far sent 26 girls to school.
Supporting the VOF is also part
of the personal advocacies of the
ICTSI Global Legal Team. With
the support of Management
and the ICTSI Foundation, the
Legal Team, together with
other ICTSI volunteers and their
families, revisited the VOF last
10 November for the “This Girl
Can: Dream, Succeed, Give”
program conceptualized by the
Legal Team. The program was
organized as a way of spending

Everyone was all smiles as they watch a presentation.

meaningful time with the
shelter’s residents with the hope
of imparting happy and lasting
learning moments.
About 50 girls, aged 9-16, took
part in the program spearheaded
personally by Christian R.
Gonzalez, ICTSI Global Corporate
Head, and Atty. Lirene C. MoraSuarez, ICTSI Regional Legal
Manager. The morning kicked
off with a “Look Good, Feel Good”
hair and makeup tutorial by
the Legal Team’s own Joanna
Christina Tabug, a paralegal and
professional makeup artist. The
session filled the room with
giggles and laughter as the girls

One of the girls offers her
artwork as a gift to the visitors
during the program.

underwent a makeover. They
also received personalized beauty
and hygiene kits sponsored and
put together by the Legal Team
and the Foundation.

the Legal Team’s Atty. Carmeline
Q. Vinegra, Atty. Michael Rainer L.
Alcazar, Atty. Arthur A. Raymund
Enerio, Anthony M. Chit, and
Agnes A. Pajilian.

After the makeover session, the
girls took part in an impromptu
fashion show with their new
looks, wearing the clothes and
accessories given to them by
the team. Stephanie KienleGonzalez, Mr. Gonzalez’s wife,
joined the fashion show finale
together with daughters Andrea
and Arielle.

Survivors at the VOF needed
light–and so did we. Our team
visited the VOF to help inspire
positive changes in the lives of
these young individuals. In the
end, we also found meaning in
the experience that helped us
emerge as better persons. As
much as the girls were thankful
to us, we sing back to them with
softer hearts and brighter eyes:
“Salamat sa liwanag niyo” (thank
you for your light).

The program concluded with a
community lunch prepared by
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ICTSI Cares

ICTSI FOUNDATION INTRODUCES SUSTAINABLE
DEVELOPMENT GOALS TO PNG HOST COMMUNITIES

BY FRANCIS J BARTOLOME

The ICTSI Foundation, in
coordination with South
Pacific International Container
Terminal Ltd. (SPICTL),
conducted a two-day
Sustainability Development
Goals awareness seminar for
leaders of host communities in
Papua New Guinea.
Part of the efforts to align all
ICTSI subsidiaries with the
Company’s sustainability targets,
the activity was designed to help

the leaders of Labu Holdings
and AHI Investments integrate
sustainability into their business
operations, as well as design
more inclusive programs for their
respective communities. A total
of 60 leaders from the villages of
Labu-Miti, Labu Butu, Labu-Tale,
Labu-PLP, Butibum, Hengali,
Kamkumung, Wagang, Yalu, and
Yanga attended the seminar.
Explaining the concept of
sustainability, the Foundation

discussed the Global
Sustainability Goals and how
the ICTSI Group is integrating
these goals into its business
operations and corporate
social responsibility initiatives.
Workshops were also conducted
to help leaders further deepen
their understanding of their
respective villages by urging
them to look back at their history
and expand their knowledge
about community resources.

Community leaders f rom Labu Holdings with ICTSI Foundation officers

Filipina Laurena (left), ICTSI
Foundation Deputy Executive
Director, listens to an AHI tribe
representative.

Anil Singh (second f rom right), South Pacific International Container
Terminal Chief Executive Officer, with ICTSI Foundation Officers
and leaders of Baruni and Tatana host communities during the first
Sustainability Development Goals sharing last September.

